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Military and intelligence organizations have been warning about the potential security
impacts of climate change since 1990. 2 We have been told that climate change is a
“threat multiplier” that can worsen instability in critical areas and trigger natural
disasters where we had previously not expected them. Such warnings have been
integrated into national intelligence reports, national military strategies, and even
training exercises such as war games for policymakers and military officers. Yet at the
same time, the public is frequently cautioned that accurate and specific predictions of
climate change impacts are not possible, that in complex systems much uncertainty
surrounds how climate change may manifest itself at the regional and local levels. 3 In
fact, this uncertainty is sometimes used as a rationale for delaying action, for believing
we must wait for full information and that otherwise we are simply making “guesses”
as to security policy alternatives. 4
The challenge lies in understanding that not only does uncertainty not preclude action
in security risks, but also that uncertainty is, itself, a component of risk that can help
guide us in understanding how and where climate change might most severely impact
global and regional security the future. Military and intelligence organizations around
the world have been increasingly addressing this challenge since the first CNA report
was released in 2007, and they have been surprisingly successful in identifying potential
climate risks well in advance. 5 This article describes some of the available tools and
lessons learned from the field of climate security in the military and intelligence
communities, and how to manage systemic risks.
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As stated by U.S. flag officers in the first CNA report, National Security and the
Threat of Climate Change in 2007, security practitioners do not have the luxury of
waiting for full information before making decisions on how to act. To do so would
be to invite disaster, as most events are not fully predictable until after they happen.
The abilities to predict or anticipate are distinct in crucial ways, and too often they are
confused when academic and policy communities are communicating on these issues.
Policymakers and academics/scientists often use evidentiary rules that require high
levels of certainty, meaning reducing uncertainty in an attempt to provide clear
predictions on cause and effect, and specific future events. The ability to anticipate
appears similar but is crucially distinct from prediction. In an anticipatory model, rules
and expectations are geared more toward the ability to react given a range of potential
conditions, or in bolstering the resilience of a system so that it can withstand sharp
external pressures. To anticipate, therefore, means having foresight into what the
future may hold, as distinct from being confident in what will happen. 6 Military
training emphasizes the nature of this future uncertainty. In U.S. Air Force training,
for example, pilots must train extensively for a variety of situations that may well
never happen, knowing the potentially catastrophic results of not being prepared for
even highly improbable events. Likewise, climate security rests on an assumption that
changes to the natural environment may result in a variety of potential impacts, and
security communities must be prepared to respond to the spectrum, rather than merely
choosing those events they feel are most probable.
The data for climate impacts comes from scientists, however, and scientists view
uncertainty differently than security planners. Scientists, particularly at universities, are
rewarded for publications that demand at least a 95% confidence interval as part of
the review process. While security planners might appreciate data with high certainty
and confidence, the intelligence community recognized early on that there was a
fundamental mismatch between the nature of climate systems and the type of data
necessary to conduct effective foresight exercises. The highest climate security risks
tend to come from either abrupt shifts in climate systems or in complex combinations
of environmental and related factors (such as energy infrastructure). Both abrupt
and complex climate risks required new tools and approaches for translating
scientific data into workable security assessments.
Abrupt climate change refers to the nonlinear behavior of complex systems, where we
cannot necessarily expect gradual and linear changes to be the norm. Global climate
models can be misleading in this respect, as the global average air temperature suggests
a linear (monotonic) relationship between increasing greenhouse gas concentrations
and warming of the atmosphere. 7 While this is true over geologically historical periods,
this tends to focus too much on air temperature at the expense of other components
of the climate system (such as water, precipitation, melting ice, etc), which can
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blind us to potentially sudden shifts in critical dynamics of climate systems. These
components, such as monsoon rains and ocean currents, can become more unstable
before suddenly shifting to a completely different stability level, meaning the West
Indian monsoon might simply fail to arrive one year rather than gradually changing
over time. 8 Likewise, a combination of smaller changes in environmental conditions
can lead to acute impacts. Viewed in isolation, any one of the changes might appear
to be easily addressed and not significant, but in combination can overwhelm our
ability to respond. Again, the analogy from flight training is in the ability to recognize
“improbable combinations of probable events,” which are the most common causes
of air disasters. 9
A standard tool to help understand future climate security risks is a vulnerability
assessment. Many vulnerability concepts are drawn from the field of ecology, where
there is an understanding that risks are more complex than a simple formulation of
impact x probability. Certain parts of ecological systems are more exposed to outside
hazards, more sensitive to their pressures, less resilient, or so vital that their failure
can lead to collapse of the larger system (e.g. “keystone species”). Similar concepts
are used in field epidemiology, in helping to determine which populations are most in
need of study and monitoring, recognizing that vulnerable populations take highest
priority. In climate security, vulnerability assessments can be scaled from continentwide efforts at examining risks to Africa, to community-level studies of environmental
pressures and refugees. The common theme of vulnerability assessments is to help
identify so-called “hotspots” where security risks may be experienced first, and so help
direct policymakers to make plans for mitigation or adaptation. 10
Vulnerability assessments come in a variety of different forms, depending upon the
scale and focus of the assessment, and assumptions concerning how the climate or
impacted systems work. A common challenge, however, is how to downscale global
climate processes into regional or local impacts, and then identify where climate
impacts in one region may pose security risks to another. While the methodological
hurdles of downscaling from global climate models to regional climate models is
explored at length elsewhere 11, it should be kept in mind that certain regions do not
have high-resolution climate projections on a small scale, and that this uncertainty is
generally multiplied by uncertainties on the ground concerning lack of monitoring,
political instability, questionable economic reporting, and non-climate environmental
changes (such as illegal logging). At times the climate changes can be predicted with
fairly high confidence, such as projected sea level rise and subsequent flooding of land
in Bangladesh. The responses of Bangladeshis, however, or security impacts beyond
the community and state level, simply cannot be predicted in advance.
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Likewise, most climate models for temperature and precipitation predict that European
countries on the Mediterranean will shift to desert conditions similar to those of
North Africa by the end of the 21st century. 12 Given how even short-term predictions
on politics in Europe are extremely difficult, identifying security risks over such a long
time period is nearly impossible. These challenges lead many vulnerability assessments
to focus on shorter-term and most probable outcomes, which while useful in and of
themselves, can lead to blind spots in long-term planning for climate and security risk
resilience. Depending on their methodologies, vulnerability assessments may also have
difficulties with assessing risks of abrupt climate changes, as these non-linear events
are difficult to predict with any accuracy. 13
The second tool for climate security is the development of so-called “dark reports.”
The idea of dark reports is to identify what is not yet known about the subject, why
it is not known, and communicate these findings to help planners anticipate potential
risks associated with this uncertainty. While common practice among military and
intelligence communities, scientists are often discouraged from publishing negative
findings, or from communicating uncertainties to policymakers who keep pressing
for accurate predictions. Yet it is necessary to map out uncertainties in order to place
existing knowledge within a larger context. 14 As an example, when the IPCC fourth
assessment was released in 2007, very little mention was made in the report of potential
abrupt melting of the Greenland ice sheet. Although cryologists knew of this possibility
and were increasingly concerned over emerging data, the structure of the IPCC placed
priority on publishing only high-confidence projections. Because of he lengthy review
process, that meant much of the observational data was at least 4 to 5 years old by the
time of publication. This uncertainty over ice sheet modeling meant that no warning
was communicated to policymakers, who then interpreted lack of evidence as evidence
of no risk. 15 Very soon after publication, however, new findings on accelerated ice
melt in Greenland came as a surprise to both journalists and policymakers. As many
climate scientists were aware of this “known unknown” the incident suggested the
need for the intelligence community to engage more meaningfully with the scientific
community.
The next early warning tool to emerge was, therefore, a new approach to opensource intelligence in cooperation with climate and environmental scientists. Early
efforts in climate security recognized the mismatch between standards of evidence
in the scientific and intelligence communities. While natural scientists possessed an
immense amount of information concerning potential risks of abrupt climate changes
and impacts, universities and academies strongly discourage information-sharing of
uncertain concepts. Likewise, standard rules for secrecy within the intelligence and
military communities dictate that the standard model for open-source intelligence
(OSINT) is collection of peer-reviewed articles, with no communication or cooperation
back to the scientists. This OSINT model was insufficient, as scientists were necessary
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for explaining the nature of the research and wished to shepherd their data rather
than merely handing it over to faceless individuals. 16 New forms of unclassified
information sharing were developed under the U.S. Department of Energy and U.S. Air
Force, including U.S. Department of Defense research programs under the Minerva
Initiative. Scientists, although often not rewarded by their universities for doing so,
were encouraged to participate in the formation of new climate security scenarios,
where the emphasis was on plausible futures rather than the most probable ones. This
information sharing was also extended to war games. For example, in 2011 NASA
scientists cooperated with the U.S. Air Force on integrating volcanic ash data into
traditional military scenarios. In subsequent years, scientists helped to refine Air Force
scenarios on tropical storm and tsunami impacts to the Hawaiian Islands. 17
It should be noted that the new approach to open source intelligence was necessary
due to the often ignored distinction between open source information and open access
information. Simply because information is unclassified does not mean that security
planners actually have access to such information. At times articles can begin behind
journal and publication paywalls or the information may be known to experts who
only share this knowledge when they can trust that it will be used properly. Likewise,
scientists by their training are skeptical of accepting risk models and conclusions
without knowing the source of information or how certain assumptions were arrived
at. Experience in both the U.S. and Swedish governments in creating climate security
scenarios suggested scientists would often push back against scenarios that had been
“black-boxed,” meaning created by outside experts then simply presented to the public,
and that the best way to overcome such reluctance was to involve those same scientists
in the creation of the scenarios in the first place. 18
Scenario creation exercises by communities of experts became a useful tool for assisting
the military and intelligence communities, both in fostering cooperation among
nonsecurity experts, and in developing unique scenarios that would not previously
have been possible. The open-source scenarios brought together diverse collections
of experts in environmental, energy, security, engineering, and social/political
fields. Given semi-random background components from the fields of energy and
environmental security, facilitators led small groups through the creation of potential
future events. By creating unlikely combinations of environmental “drivers,” within
only a few hours groups were often able to create scenarios that had previously not
been considered, including identification of key vulnerabilities, critical uncertainties,
and “tripwire” events, allowing interpretation of otherwise weak signals into their
importance for possible future risks.
For example, an unpublished scenario developed by the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) in 2009 examined a potential future of commercial, undersea mining of
methane (CH4) clathrate deposits. With the east coast of Japan as the focus region, the
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scenario looked at developing technologies and their interaction with environmental
systems. However, the more important lesson to emerge from the scenario related to
the vulnerability of Japanese energy systems to external shocks - information that
proved to be useful preparation for the Fukushima nuclear accident in 2011. Also
in 2009, DOE began mapping potential impacts from tropical storms in the New
York City region, highlighting transport and energy vulnerabilities well in advance of
Hurricane Sandy in 2012. 19 The same approach was used by the U.S. Air Force in 2012
to help engage both military and civilian planners on the rising threats of tropical
storms to the Hawaiian islands. The scenarios highlighted island vulnerability of energy
and food imports, and allowed military planners to assist civilians in understanding
the potential future risks they faced. The Hawaiian scenarios relied upon input from
local scientists who described potential abrupt changes from shifts in ocean currents,
warnings that in more recent years appear to have become accurate. 20
In these examples, which are far from comprehensive descriptions of tools available
for climate security foresight, it is worth emphasizing that the ability to anticipate
potential future events relies upon expertise beyond what is available in one office or
department. The complexity of climate security requires effective engagement with
scientists, military planners, intelligence analysts, and, crucially, local experts who can
give resolution to specific impacts and vulnerabilities. While this engagement often
runs counter to the secrecy of security communities, or the publishing demands of
academia, it is critical for the ability to understand the broad spectrum of climate
security risks, and where the impacts may first be felt.
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